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the s62 pro is not as appealing as the cat s62 for reasons i have already mentioned but if you can afford it then it can be a great choice. and
remember that when you buy a rugged smartphone from cat, you are also buying a full cat global warranty which includes all repairing and

replacing costs. now on to the tough part which is the sim card slot. it is very similar to the one of the cat s62 and is a microsim with no
antennae which fits very well. because of the extra housing that is required by the antenna, the sim card slot is larger and a less delicate
mechanism could be used, but i prefer that compromise over a fragile and thinner design. the sim card doesn't protrude too far from the

border of the phone and is not rigid so there is a mechanism to push it back in whenever you try to insert a sim card. on the inside, you can
see a metal slot where the upper part is a plastic piece so that it doesnt poke the sim card of any device you place on top. there are also

two slots for two nanosims which can be used for dual-sim devices or for sim2 applications like hotspot cards. the cat s62 is still one of the
most multi-use smartphones when it comes to sim card slots. the cat s62 pro also features a secondary micro-usb port which is even more

useful than the cat s62 with the latter being the only smartphone that has a second usb port on the same side. on the right-hand side of the
phone, you can see a headphone jack. on the left side, you can find a 2.5mm audio jack for connections to headphones or a speaker. for the
last few years motorola has been working hard on developing a new edroid model called the duragad. the duragad has a 2-megapixel front
camera as well as a rear-facing 5mp camera. last year it seemed like the device might have made it to market, but the timing did not work

out. perhaps because of that, the official motorola website for the duragad no longer exists, but the device is still very much in development
and we expect it may be released this year.
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the internal memory is
the most important
component of any

android smartphones
these days and as we
have seen, the s48c

makes use of the microsd
card slot to get the
storage memory, so

theres a little over 62gb
of memory to play with

on the microsd card.
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theres a little over 4gb of
dram at the disposal of

the cpu and the gpu
(which are 1gb each),
with 2gb of ram at the

disposal of the operating
system. when the cat
s48c made its debut,

some people who knew
the motorola s41, already
familiar with the various
motorola-made rugged

smartphones, were quick
to question the quality of
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the motorola cps (the
reason why the s41 has

been released three
years before the cat

s48c) and whether this
new model will be worth
buying. fortunately, the
skeptics were probably
not aware of the unique

motorola rugged
smartphone standards
which are defined in
detail in the following

pages: thv.1: tensegrity
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human verification. a
program created to

evaluate that a
smartphone is really

connecting to a protected
wifi ap, the idea behind it

being that the thv.1
program can detect

whether the phone is
high-quality and powerful

enough to connect
securely. most home

routers are protected by
thv.1 and so can only be
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connected by phones
that have the thv.1

feature enabled. tcp/ip.
secure. used to encrypt

all data exchanged with a
tcp/ip protected

connection; typically the
data is encrypted within
the transport layer. pk.

protection. used to
protect data and

applications. typically,
the data is protected in

the application layer; the
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data itself is encrypted.
pk is usually added by
the manufacturer to
protect the device

against reverse
engineering. vpn.

wireless, encrypted
networking. used to

secure the wifi
connection of the user
device. users typically
connect to a protected

wifi ap to send and
receive data, and use a
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vpn client to encrypt the
data. 5ec8ef588b
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